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New whitepaper: How to make threat
actors work harder and fail more often
Offensive cyber operations, or Red Teaming as it is known when delivered
commercially, can help organisations to assess their defensive security
posture against the attack techniques used by real-world hackers.
More often than not, the attacker wins because of poor security hygiene
inside and outside of the defending organisation.
With this in mind, we’ve published a new whitepaper from our global CTO,
Ollie Whitehouse, to help organisations build their cyber resilience.

Thematic for success in real-world offensive cyber operations – How to make
threat actors work harder and fail more often is based on the techniques that
our Red Team use to breach organisations across the globe.
At each stage of an attack, we focus on the areas and mitigations that force
our operatives to take more risks and be less effective, so that you can
prioritise these areas and thwart real-world attacks more efficiently in your
own organisation.
You can download the paper here.
For more information on building your organisation’s resilience, visit
our Insight Space or get in touch today.
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